
I find the best way to love
someone is not to change
them, but instead, to help
them reveal the greatest
version of themselves.

—Author Steve Maraboli

Discovering keys to improve your inner and outer health
and well-being... getting in touch with your true nature
and aligning with it... living and fulfilling your life’s 

purpose... finding your golden path... It’s all in your face! 
       Each unique feature of your face tells a story about you, your
character, what you like and what you don’t—why you like it and
why not! How each feature is shaped, its size and length, how it
protrudes or doesn’t—your eyes, ears and nose, your lips and
chin, even your eyebrows, their shape and angle, their sparse or
bushy hair—tells a story. 
       For instance, someone with ears that protrude from their
head means they like their ideas to stand out in this world—
definitely not a conformist. This is great if they are independent
thinkers and can manifest their idea in life, but if they find them-
selves in a stifling corporate environment, it could be hard, unless
they are the entrepreneurs. Someone who has a long, straight
nose pointed downward is a trailblazer who gets the job done.
High cheekbones? You would be better off to let them be in
charge to get the job done. They have high standards and won’t
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be pushed around. It will be “my way 
or the highway” with them. A strong
protruding chin? Yes, they’re stubborn
and they’ll never give up. Having a
strong will is a virtue, of course, but
having a personal relationship with this
person could be difficult, especially if
YOU have a strong chin also!
       Someone with deep-set eyes is usu-
ally an introvert and somewhat private,
so don’t try to push them in front of a

crowd to perform, and don’t
expect them to disclose too
much even in private unless
they really know you. By
contrast, someone with large
eyes usually has deep emo-
tions and is sensitive to their
own and others’ feelings, so
watch out if this person goes
to a sentimental movie with
you. You may find them 
crying a lot—their feelings
are right on the surface ready
to bubble over.

While knowing these
features and traits about yourself is one
thing, living in close relationship with
others and staying true to yourself while
accepting the habits and influences of
those you’re close to, is another thing.
That’s where knowing thyself, with your
original talents and unique character, is
key to keeping your balance in the face
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of life’s challenging relationships.
       Thanks to Chinese Medicine,
there’s a road map to your journey
through life—the Three Treasures.
Honor yourself through these
three: The Jing (your genetics,
inherited gifts and talents), the
Shen (your unique spirit energy
that shines in your eyes and
emanates through your glowing
smile and skin), and the Chi (the
fuel that you access through your
food and lifestyle choices and the
breath of life). Nurturing these
treasure is the secret to longevity
and to living in harmony with
your being and with life. 
       These three treasures can 
be read on your face. They are 
the keys to revealing the greatest
version of yourself and of those
you love. To learn more, please
join me for both the upcoming 
free introductory class and the
three-hour workshop. �


